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VIENNESE 1900S BLACK STOOLS WITH X-FORM BASES AND CUSTOM
UPHOLSTERY, A PAIR

$4,500
A pair of Austrian 1900s black stools from Vienna with X-Form bases, turned stretchers and new custom linen upholstery. These

early 1900s Austrian black stools hailing from the cultural hub of Vienna are a testament to the city's rich tradition of
craftsmanship and design. Their classic yet distinctive design features X-Form bases and elegantly turned stretchers, showcasing

a perfect blend of form and function. The seats of these stools have been thoughtfully updated with new custom linen
upholstery, marrying contemporary comfort with vintage charm. This revitalization ensures they are not only visually

appealing but also inviting places to rest. Beneath these stools lies a piece of history. A label proudly declares their origin:
"Niedermoser Wien, Möbel-Fabrik," linking them to the renowned Niedermoser Furniture Factory in Vienna, a name

synonymous with quality and craftsmanship. Adding an extra layer of refinement, the linen upholstery is adorned with brass
nailhead trim, enhancing the stools' aesthetic appeal and providing a touch of opulence. As versatile as they are stylish, these
stools can serve multiple functions in your home. Placed in the living room, they become chic additional seating options for
gatherings, ensuring your guests are comfortably accommodated. In the bedroom, they can transform into elegant vanity or

dressing table stools. Alternatively, they can function as sophisticated accent pieces anywhere in your living space. These
Austrian stools offer a harmonious blend of history and modernity, with their classic design refreshed for contemporary living.
They will effortlessly elevate the ambiance of your home, infusing it with the grace and sophistication for which Vienna's design

legacy is celebrated. Timeless and functional, they are the epitome of European craftsmanship and style.

Height: 19.25 in (48.9 cm)

Width: 17.25 in (43.82 cm)

Depth: 17.25 in (43.82 cm)

Seat Height: 19.25 in (48.9 cm)
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